
Interest rate movements have become increasingly
troublesome in recent years. Chart 1, which shows
representative short- and long-term hond yields over
the past 27 years, illustrates two perplexing prob-
lems with interest rate movements during this
period. First, interest rates have risen considerably.
In 1954, 3-month Treasury bill rates were close to
1.00 percent and long-term government securities
yielded around 2.50 percent; during the second

quarter of 1981, the 3-month Treasury bill rate had
reached nearly 17.00 percent while the yield on
long-term government securities approached 15.00
percent. Second, associated with this rise in their
general levels have been larger and more erratic
fluctuations in interest rates as well.

The purpose of this article is to discuss the factors
primarily responsible for the rise and increased
variability in interest rates in recent years. The
analysis is not intended, nor can ithe used, toexplain
every jiggle and jog in interest rates that occurred
during this period. Instead, it is meant to uncover
those factors that have influenced the longer-term
behavior of interest rates over the past 15 years.

A Brief Summary of Interest Rate
Movements: 1954-66 and 1967-81

This article focuses on the changes in the average
levels and variability of interest rates that oc-
curred between two extended time periods. The
first period, 1954 to 1966, was one in which interest
rates were both relatively low and comparatively

stahle. The second period, 1967 to the present, is
one in which interest rates have reached relatively
high levels and demonstrated considerably greater
variability.

The m~orchanges in interest rates over these two
periods are shown in tables 1 and 2 for four different
interest rates: the Aaa corporate bond rate, 20-year
Treasuty security yield, 90-day commercial paper
rate and three-month Treasury bill rate, Whether
the interest rate analyzed is short- or long-term, or
whether a private or government interest rate is
chosen, the general picture remains unchanged. On
average, interest rates are considerably higher —

from 384 to 420 basis points higher — in the 1967-81
period than they were from 1954 to 1966. As the t-

statistics in table 1 indicate, these increases are
statistically significant, allowing us to reject the
hypothesis that the differences in the average levels
of interest rates in the two periods merely represent
sampling error.1

In addition, interest rates have become consid-
erably more volatile in recent years. Their increased
variability since 1966 is demonstrated in table 2
using several differentmeasures of variability. Their
standard deviations, the commonly used measure of

What Really Happened to Interest Rates?:
A Longer-Run Analysis
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‘For sample sizes used, at value in excess of 2.00 is sufficient to
reject the (null) hypothesis that the observed difference io the
mean values equals zero with 95 percent confidence. This
statistical test is predicated on the use of independent random
samples. Since our samples are not randomly chosen, we use
the t and F tests that appear later in the paper to “provide the
basis for a good educated guess — or what we might term the
art of inference.” (Italics in original.) Thomas H. Wonnacott
and Ronald j. Wonnacott, In trod iicto n.j Statistics for Business
and Eeono,nies, 2nd cd. (John Wiley and Sons, 1977), p. 9. For
more on t and F tests, see virtually any statistics text.
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Chart

Representative Short-Term and Long-Term Interest Rates

,te,

variation around the mean, have more than doubled
from the earlier to the later period. In addition, their
average quarter—to—quarter absolute changes have
tripled, as have their standard errors from regres-
sions of interest rates on a time-trend variable.2

These various measures indicate that interest rates
have been considerably more variable over the past
15 years than they were from 1954 to 1966.

These increases in both the average levels and
variability of interest rates are more than merely
statistically significant. The rising volume of public
discussion arid debate suggests that these changes
are economically and politically significant as
well. If we are to devise an effective policy to
ameliorate the problems created by interest rate
movements, it is important that these changes in the
longer-term behavior of interest rates he explained.

‘Average absolute quarter-to—quarter changes and standard errors
from tinse-trend regressions were u ed as measures of variability
to see whether changes in the trend growth in interest rates in
the later period bad distorted the useful ness of the standard
deviation as a measu to of variability. For further discussion on
this issue, see Edward Foster, ‘‘The Variability of Inflation,’’ The
Reciew of Economics and Statistics (August 1978), pp. 346—48.

Components of the Nominal Rate of
lnterest: The Crucial Importance
of Expectations

Interest rates observed in financial markets are
nominal interest rates. They measure the premium
that the borrower must pay in a credit transaction
involving the exchange of dollars now in return for
a promise to repay dollars at some specified future
cl ate.

The parties involved in such contracts are clearly
interested in the expected future value of money in
terms of goodsand services that can he purchased
with it when the loan is repaid. Because the value of
money varies inversely with movements in the
general level of prices — falling during periods of
inflationandrisingduringdeflationarvperiods—the
expected inflation rate over the period ofthe Joan is
one component of the nominal rate of interest.

‘For further discussion of various intere it rate concepts, see C. J.
Santoui and Courtenay C. Stone, ‘‘Navigating Tb rough the
Interest Rate Morass: Some Basic Principles, this Bee hi Sc
(March 1981), pp. 11-18

Loteat data pto’ted~2ad qaa
1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1961 1968 1969 1910 1911 1972 1913 1914 1975 1976 1911 1973 1979 1980 1981
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The other component ofthe nominal rate ofinter-
est is the expected or ex ante real rate of interest
The real rate of interest is the relative pricepaid for
obtaining the use of goods now rather than in the
future.4 Narrowly Interpreted, it represents the
expected positive cost to the borrower (or return to
the lender) after an adjusiment has been made for
the expected change in the general price level over
the loan period.

More importantly, however, the expected real
rate ofinterest has a pervasive influence throughout
the economy because it reflects the premium that
individuals place on providing themselves with
present consumption goods relative to future con-
sumption.5 Movements in the real rate of interest
result either from changes in the underlying indi-
vidual preferences for present consumption goods
relative to present capital goods (the sources of
future consumption goods) or from changes in
society’s ability to transform current goods into
future goods via changes in the capital stock.

Regardless of what triggers it, any change in the
real rate of interest will be reflected in the behavior
ofthe relative prices ofcurrent consumption (short-
lived) goods in terms of capital (long-lived) goods.
A rise in the real rate of interest will show up as a
general rise in the prices of current consumption
goods relative to capital goods; a decline in the real
rate of interest will appear as a decline in these
relative prices.

In summary, the nominal interest rate consists of
two components that, though not directly observ-
able, influence the actions ofborrowers and lenders.
The nominal interestrate (i) can be thoughtofsimply
as the sum ofthe expected real rate of interest (r) and
the expected future rate of inflation (ir) over the
period of the loan, or

(1) i = r + ir°.5

The important point to remember is that the

nominal rate of interest is always forward looking. It

Annen Alchian and William R. Allen,Exchange and Production:
Competition, Coordination and Control (Wadsworth, 1977),
pp. 424-59.

‘Ibid. See also Irving Fisher, The Rate of Interest (The
Macmillan Co., 1907), p. 88; andJack HirshleU’er, Investment,
Interest, and Capital (Prentice-Hall, 1970). p. 117.

‘The exact relationship is: i = r + ir + (r) (ir’). Equation us
an approximation that is reasonably close to the exact relation-
ship for relatively low rates ofinflation and real ratesofinterest.

depends upon thepresentexpectations ofborrowers
and lenders about future events?

The “Problem” with Guessing Wrong

Of course, expectations can change — sometimes
drastically so. These changes are a source of public
concern because lending and borrowing decisions
represent bets about the future that involve wealth
consequences for individuals. Changes in the nomi-
nal rate of interest signal the fact that, in the awe-
gate, individuals have revised their assessment of
the value of present consumption goods in terms of
capital goods, their expectations of the future rate
of inflation or both. When these changes occur,
lenders, borrowers, investors and consumers face the
unanticipated wealth consequences of their past
decisions. These changes capriciously redistribute
wealth among individuals.

Increasedvariability in the rate of interest implies
that such revisions are occurring more often and/or
are more drastic in nature. As a result, financial
market participants are subject to greater and more
frequent unanticipated wealth changes and thus are
faced with increased risk.

To assess the frctors thathave produced increases
in both the average level and volatility of nominal
rates of interest, we must focus on the behavior of
the two components that make up the nominal
interest rate: the expected real rate of interest and
the expected rate of inflation.

Assessing Changes in the Real
Rate of interest

To what extent can the observed rise and in-
creased volatility ofthe nominalrate ofinterest since
1967 be explained by changes in the real rate of
interest?This question cannotbe answered directly
because the expected real rate of interest is not
directly observable,

Since relative price movements always result
from changes in the real interest rate, however, it

should be possible to detect when these changes

7”The rate of interest is always based upon expectation, however
little this may be justified by realization. Man makes his guess
ofthe future andstakes his action upon it.. . . Our presentacts
must be controlled by the future, not as It actually is, but as It
looks to us through the veil of chance.” Fisher, The Rate of
Interest, p. 213. Seealso, Irving Fisher, The Theonj ofInterest
(Kelley and Millman, 1954), pp. 13-16, 36-58, 61 and206-27.
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have occurred.8 Recall that an increase in the real
interest rate will be reflectedbv increases in the prices
of current goods and services relcitice to present

prices of durable goods and capital assets. Similarly,
a hill in the real interest rate is reflected ~ decrease
in prices of current goods and services relcit /ce to

present prices of durable goods and capital assets.

There are a wide variety of such relative prices
that can he observed, several of which were ex-
amined for the 1954-66 and 1967-80 periods. Each

price ratio expresses the price ofa present consump-
tion good relative to the price of a more durable
good or capital asset. For example, the consumer
price index (CPI) is heavil weighted in terms of
present consumption goods; as such, it represents
an index of the prices of these goods.9 The Standard
and Poor’s Stock Price Index is a price index of the
present prices (actually, net values) of capital goods.
Therefore, an increase in the ratio of the CPI to the
Standard and Poor’s Index can he interpreted as a
reflection ofan increase in the real rate of interest; a
decrease in the ratio denotes a fall in the real interest
rate. Similar reasoning applies to the other price
ratios examined.b0 Because it is always possible that

special factors may cause individual price ratios to

change for reasons other than a change in the real

‘One alternative approach empl oyecl has lsecn to estimate the
expected inflation rate and snbtract this from the nominal inte rest
rate. In essence, this procedure tran spo Ste 5 ci ~uation 1 to

re = i — 71’,

where i4 denotes an estimate of the expected inflation rate
and rc is the derived estimate of the real rate. Unfortunately,
these enspirical estimates are suhjeet to two major criticisms.
First, during certain periods, these real interest rate estimates
have heen negative. TIsi s is a non sen sical result. TIs e expected
real rate of interest is always positive. See Friedrich A. Havek,
The Puce Theo nj of Cop ito! (The University of Chicago Press,
1941), pp. 223—24: and Fislser,Thc Theory of !nlere.st, pp. 186—94.
Seccsnd. commonly derived estimates of the expected inflaticsn
rate are biased if the real rate is changing. leading to erroneous
estimates of the real rate if this method is employed. See V. W.
Brown and C - J - Sautoni, ‘Un real Estimates of the Real Rate
of Interest,’’ this Reciew (January 1981), pp. 18—26.

“Burears of labor Statistics, ho tic/hook on Me thor/i, Bulletin
1910 (1976). For a discssssion of the various price intl ices cur-
rently used, see Wil I iarn I-I - Wallace and Willjam B - Cull ison,
Meo-so i’ing Price C/in uges: .4 6thtip of the Price Ioc!exeec, 4th
ed. (Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, 1979).
°Tlsese ratio sare tiot equal to the cx on te real rate tsf interest -

However, they are functions of the real rate of inte rest. To see
this, let P

0
equal the price of a present consumption good and

let P~equal the pre sent price of a capital good. ~c can he
rep resen tecl as follows:

(i) P~=~ ~

rate of interest, the behavior of several such price
ratios must he examined, 11

Has the Real Rate of interest Changed?

The price ratios examined provide evidence that
the rise in the average levels of nominal rates of
interest was not produced hya rise in the average
level of the real rate of interest.12 Data on the average
level of four price ratios are presented in table

3; differences in the average levels of the price
ratios between 1954-66 and 1967-80 are presented
in column 4.

Two of the price ratios, the ratio of the CPI to the
Standard and Poor’s Stock Index and the ratio of the

price of lamI) to the price of sheep, declined on
average, presumably an indication that the real rate
of interest declined. Neither of these changes,
however, is statistically significant, which means
that we cannot reject the hypothesis that the average
real rate of interestwas actually unchanged between
the two periods. Two price ratios, the ratio of the
nondurable goods component of the CPI to the
durable goods component and the ratio of the price
of beef to the price of cattle, rose, on average, osten-
sibly signaling a rise in the real rate of interest.
However, the rise in the average ratio of beef
to cattle prices is. again, not statistically significant;

uhereqt rt piesents tlse qu uittx of goods uid st a sees piO
doced at ti rae t, Pt are the prices (net of costs of production) at
time t, and i is the nominal rate of interest.

Inflation eats be introduced into the analysis as foIl ows (u sing
the exact relation ship s Ii own in footnote 6):

° P~(1 * ..—*)t (It u
(iiiPc V =P

0
\’

~ (1 + nt (~+ __*)t ~ (1 ± r)t

where r ant
1

-are the cx on cc hal rate ant
1

the expected rate
of i nflaticsn , respective

1
s. This rest iIts i is

~1t
(iii) Index = Po/Pe

t=0

Tb is index rises whenever r ci ses and fit
11

s whenever r hills.
t
Changes in special circumstances tend to occur ranidosesla and
are as I ikel v to raise as to I (‘we r the price ratio.

1201 Coo rse, year—to—year fit eta ations in the real rate ‘viII occur.

For example, there is evidence that the real rate of in te rest rose
in 1973-75. See Brown and Santoni , ‘‘Unreal Esti mate s.’
These fluctnationi s are not critical to the present qne stioss - We
are interested here in wher the ave rage IeveI am un nI which
these fiuctuation s occst r is difie rent dwing the more recent
period and, if so, to iv hat extent this change explaiss s the
difference in the o cc loge fete! of the nominal interest rate
between the two periods.

7
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Nominal interest rates were more volatile during
the 1967-81 period than during the 1954-66 period
as shown by the statistically significant increase ill

their variances in the more recent period (see table
2). 14 This increase in volatility however, can not be

‘‘~~‘henemploy] ng the t test for differences in sneamss for sasall-
sized samples (less than 30 observations), the samples are
assunned to he drnwn from normally distributed pdsptilatiosss
having tlse same standard dcvi atioss s. Tlsi s assumption is vids—

hated in the case of 112 (see the F-statistic in table 4) and, tlsus,
tlse t-test for the significance of the difference in mean s is
i ssapproI~nate -14
Tlse F-test is the ratio of the larger variance to the smaller
variance, isis crc the variance is tls e square of the stan darml
deviation - Fcsr the sansple sizes used, an F’—ratio in excess of
1.60 is sufficient to reject the (null) hypothesis that the variances
are equal witls 95 percent confirlessee.

explained by increased volatility in the real rate of
interest. As shown in table 4, only one relative price
ratio, the ratio of the nondurable to the durable goods
component of the CPI, demonstrates any significant
increase in variance. For three price ratios, there is
no statistically discernible change in their variances
hetween the two periods. Again, the preponderance
of evidence suggests that the increased volatility in
nominal interest rates did not arise from greater
variation in the real rate of interest. Therefore, the
solution to the puzzle of nominal interest rate be-
havior in the more recent period lies elsewhere.

Expected inflation, Actual inflation and
Measured inflation

The economic theory summarized by equation 1
suggests that if changes in the real rate of interest
do not explain the increases in the mean level and
volatility of nominal interest rates between the two
periods, then changes in the expected rate of inflation
must be responsible. To analyze properly the impact
of inflation on nominal interest rates, however, three
different concepts regarding the rate of inflation must
he distinguished: 1) the expected rate of inflation in
the general level of prices, 2) the actual or true rate
of inflation in the general level of prices and 3) the
measured rate of inflation.

It is the expected rate ofinflation (ir*) that is impor-
tant in explaining the behavior of nominal interest
rates; this is the inflation variable that appears in
equation 1. Unfortunately. theexpected inflation rate
is not directly observable.

we are unable to determine whether the change in
the average level of the ratio of the nondurable
to the dlurable goods component of the CPI
is significant.m3 Thus, these ratios provide no
statistical evidence that the real rate of interest has
changed, on average, between the two time periods.
Therefore, the increase in the average level ofnomi—
nal interest rates in recent years cannot he attributed
to an increase in the average level of the real interest
rate.

The expected inflation rate represents the publics

8
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best “guess about what the actual or true future rate
of inflation in the general level ofprices will he. This
guess generally will be incorrect for any specific
time period; the future is, after all, uncertain and,
therefore, subject to a variety of random shocks.
However, econosnic theory suggests that because
there are large wealth consequences associated
with these predictions, estimates of the true rate
of inflation made by individuals will he unbiased;
that is, although these predictions generally will be
wrong due to the occurrence of unexpected future
events, they will not consisteutltj over- or under—
predict the true rate of inflation.’5 As a result, if we
knew about changes in the true rate of inflation, we
could use this information as a proxy for changes in
the (unobservable) expected rate of inflation.

However, the true rate of inflation in the general
price level is also unobservable, We have no direct
information on this rate; instead, we have informa-
tion on several different measured rates of inflation.
These are typically derived from changes in various
price indices, such as the CPI, the CNP deflator
and the Index of Producer’s Prices.

Unfortunately, the measured rate ofinflation may,
under certain circumstances, differ significantly
from the true rate of inflation in the general level of
prices. This potential divergence occurs because the
price indices mentioned above typically include a
relatively narrow sample of all of the goods that are
available for purchase. In particular, they generally
exclude the prices ofexisting capital assets, thereby
placing greater weight on the prices of current

‘“‘Betore proceeding to specific statistics, it is important to
ensplsasize the broad fiset that ... husine ss foresight exists
and that the accuracy and power of tIns foresight is greaten
today than ever before Every chance for gain is eagedy
watched. An active and intelligent speculation is constantly
going On, which ... pe dorms a well—known anti provitlent
fsinetion fUr society. Is it reasonable to believe that fore sight

as an exception as applied to hilling or rising prices? Or,
if so, can the academic - - - assusne hisrisel f possessed of a fore—
iglit of which he say-s the practical mali is incapable? It is tile

practical iisan ‘s business to fisresee - It is he who finit gathers
tile f~uets--anti statisties. - . - It is lie who watches tile trentis. - - -

And it ~5 in his ts’ade joumals that we find the first discussioas
of tile prolsahie effect of gold discoveries or silver legislation
ott prices-and tuttle. The theorist cast aid is) tlse Se predictions
only by snpplyissg the principle on which they- are cdsn strsscted
I lying Fisher, Appreciation tint! ía lcrc,s-t (.Augsistus NI - Kellev,
1965), pp .36-37. For further discussion of efficient issarkets,
see Eugene F. Fama, ‘‘Efficient Capital Markets: .A Review of
Theoretical mid Enip rica! \Vts i-k,’’ Jrssi nit,! of Titiancc, Papers
amid Proceedings (May 19701, pp. 383—417.

t
Arl n en A- Aids ian and Be ojani in 1(1ciii, ‘‘On a Correct NI easare
of Inflat wss, ~Jo ,° t~I of \lo ises~, C ,vclit tinii Bti sikis ig ( FelsnsSn)’
1973), pp. 173-91.

consumption goods.16 Measured rates of inflation
will therefore produce biased estimates of the true
rate of inflation in the general level ofprices on those
occasions when the prices of present consumption
goods are changing relative to the prices of capital
assets. This specific bias occuss whenever the real
rate of interest changes. Consequently, the mea-
sured inflation rate overstates the true rise in the
general level of prices when the real rate ofinterest
rises, and understates the true rate of inflation
when the real rate of interest declines.

Fortunately, it is possible to “link” the unobserv-
able avesage rate of expected inflation to the observ-
able average rate ofmeasured inflation, if expectations
of individuals regarding the future rate of inflation
yield unbiased predictions ofthe tnie i-ate of inflation
and if, in addition, the average level of the real in-
terest rate is unchanged over the period of analys is.
The first “if’ enables us to link the expected to the
actual rate ofinflation. The second “if” lets us relate
the actual to the measured rate of inflation.

Note the critical importance of our previous find-
ing that the average level of the real interest rate did
not change between the 1954-66 period and the
1967-80 pesiod. Because ofthis, we would not expect
the average measured rate of inflation over these two
periods to differ from the true rate of inflation.’7

Because we believe that the expected rate of inflation
is an unbiased estimate of the actual rate of inflation,
we can directly link the average rate of expected
inflation to the average rate of measured inflation.

The Relationship Between Measured
inflation and Nominal interest Rates

Inflation statistics using the CNP implicit price
deflator are reported in tables 1 and 5. The data in
table 1 indicate that, on average, the measured rate
of inflation (n) was 4.24 percent higher during the
1967-81 period than during the 1954-66 period. This
increase closely parallels the 384 to 420 basis—point
increases in the average levels of the nominal inter-
est rates reported in table 1. In fact, none of the-se

“While it is true that year—to—year changes iii the real rate of
isiterest have occurred amsd thus isave iiitrodthee d,s hias its to tIit’
measured rnte of inflation at those points us time, these finctusa—
tions isayc apparently averaged out. As are suit, apart from other
prob! e sus, any olssened rI ifibre nec between the ace loge
nit-asssred rate of is sflation 1 etwe eli the two stih period

1
s cas s riot

I Sc e xplai siedh by mile asi I remen t error ins troth uced by’ a cli ange in
the ace loge level of the real rate of interest.

9
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int’reases in the aeeragc leeets- of interest rates- are
significantlsl diffk?rent from the increase iti the
a rerage iced of inflation. 18 The rise in the average
rate of inflation fully’ ‘‘explains’’ the average increases
in these nominal interest rates.

Data for various measssres of variability in the
measured rate of inflation for the two periods are
reported in table 5. Two of the three measures indi-
cate increased variability in the rate of’inflation, The
standard deviationof the measured rate of inflation in
the more recent period is almost twice that in the
earlier period; this closely parallels the increase in
the standard deviations of the nominal interest rates
reported in table 2. The standard error associated
with regressing the rate of inflation on a simple tisne
trend has increased by 43 percent. Only the mean
quarter-to—quarter absolute change in the rate of
inflation shows no increase in the later period.

This evidence suggests that the rise in the average
level of nominal interest rates since 1967 antI, to a
lesser extent, their increased volatility can he cx-

plainecl by the increase in the level and volatility of
the rate of inflation. What remains, therefore, to
complete the analysis of interest rate movenients in
recent years is to determine why the rate of inflation
has changed.

Determinants of the Rate of Inflation

The increase in the average level and volatilit
of the rate of inflation during the 1967-81 period
could have been produced by- changes in the be-
havior of the growth in time money stock (M), in the
growth of its velocity of circulation (Vi, or in the
growth of real output (Y). The relationship between
the rate of inflation and these variables is given by
the following identity

(2) ~ M + V — Y

The rate of inflation is positively related to changes in
the growth rates of the money stock amid its velocit
of circulation, and inversely related to changes in the
growth rate of output.

Ecoriomse theory- con\-erts this identity into a liy’—

pothesis about the long—term rclatiorsship between
the growth rate in nmoncn’ audi the rate of inflatiosi by

s~lInt it stntic s foi tht (onIi’ lii poflie sss th ut tht ch sngt in tht
inte rest rates hetiveen the tivo periods is exactly 4.24 percent
are —0,16, —1.49, —0.20, and —0,8~,for the interest rates
slsosvn iii table 1, respectively

arguing that the long—term growth rates in velocity’
and output are essentially unaffected by changes in
the long—term growth rate in the stock of money.’9 As
a result, changes iii the long—term rate of growth in
the money’ stock will be directly snatched by changes
in the rate of inflation if the long—terns rates of growth
in velocity and output remain unchanged.

Since our analysis covers two relatively long time

periods, we should be able to determine the extent
to which each of these factors has influenced the
long—ternn changes in the rate of inflation and, by
extension, the changes in nominal interest rates.

t9
lnsns_ I islses lbt Pint ‘so nis,, Ponct s of Vo~usj ( ~u~,usttis \l
Kelley. 1963), p. 14, notes thsat: ‘‘This theory, thoagh often
emdcl y foi’nssilated. has been accepted by Locke, Rn isse, AtLas
Smoith, Rieartho, Mill, Walker, Marshall, Fladley, Fetter, Keni-
in crcr and nb it writers oil the srihjeet - TIse Roniam s I ri liii
Paul rss, ahosst 200 A. D., states his belief that the vai tie of siioney
rI epcnids uposu its quantity.’’ See al so pp. 157-59. Ott page
296—97, F’s slier states that the ‘‘Ix, tc [esaphasi s iii t,niginalj of
dlmeet p~op~i’tion be twe en [tls tel tin antity tf’ 15 it) 5 icy’ andl tlse
p rice level is-as Si)p o rho t to the theory tsf ~Oli dcv as Boyle’s
I~aw is to tise plsysical tiseoi-y td gases,’’
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Has the Long-Tent, Growth Rate in Real
Output Changed?

The long-term growth rate in output is primarily
determined bythe rate at which capital is accwnu-
lated.W The average growth rate in real output was
3.4 percent per year over the 195441 period- Of
course, the growth rate of output fluctuates consid-
erably from quarter to quarter around its long-term
average rate. The pattern ofthe short-term variations
in output growth and the average rateofgrowth over
the entire 1954-81 period are shown in the first tier
of chart 2.

The quarter-to-quarter growth rates in real output
vary considerably, from a positive 11 percentduring
the first quarter of 1973 to a negative 10 percent
during the secondquarter of 1980. However, as the
summary statistics in tables 1 and 5 indicate, both
the average rateof growth in output and its variance
are essentially unchanged between the two periods.
The reported differences in both the mean growth
rates and variances are not statistically significant
Thus, the statistical evidence does not support the
claim that changes in the average growth in real
output and its variability are responsible for the
higher and more variable inflation rate.

Has the Long-Tenn Growth Rate in
Velocity Changed?

The velocity of money measures the relationship
between total spending and the stock ofmoney. The
larger the velocity, the greater the amount of spend-
ingthata unitofmoneywill finance during any given
period.21 This is why, given the quantity of money
and real output, an increase in velocity Is associated
with a rise in prices.

Like real output, velocity has been increasing.
The average rate ofgrowth in velocity was about3.3
percent per year over the 1954-81 period, virtually
cancelling out the effecton prices resulting from the
average growth in real output as shown in equation 2.

“For a complete discussion, see Fisher, The Purchasing Power
of Money, pp. 74-111. Fisher Includes the quantity of natural
resonites, thedivision oflabor, techniqueofproduction,variety
of wants, facilities fortransportation, institutional arrangements
regarding the rights of lndlvlduah to contract, etc.

“Velocity depends upon such things as the expected rate of
inflation, the rate at which checks are cleared and the use of
credit, in addition to these, Fisher, The Purchasing Power of
Money, p. 79-89, adds preferences to hoard, the timing and
regularity of receipts and disbursements, population density
and transportation facilities.

The secondtier ofchart 2 shows quarter-to-quarter
growth rates in velocity and the average growth rate
for the entire 1954-81 period. These quarter-to-
quarter growth rates fluctuate considerably around
the long-term average. However,asthe data in tables
land S indicate, there has been no significantchange
in the average rate of growth in velocity or in its
volatility between the two periods. Differences in
the mean growth rates and the variances between
the two periods are not statistically significant.
Consequently, the increase in the average level and
variabilityofthe rate ofinflationcan notbe explained
by changes in the growth rate of velocity.

Has the Relationship Between Velocity
and Real Output Growth Changed?

Although the increase in the level and volatility
of inflationsince 1967 is not explained by changes in
the growth rates of velocity and real output when
analyzed separately, it is really the difference be-
tween these two growth rates that measures the
longer-run, non-monetary influence on inflation (see
equation 2). Therefore, an explicit analysis of this
difference mayreveal significantchanges that do not
appear when velocity and real output growth rates
are examined individually. Evidence bearingon this
issue is presented in tables 1 and 5; the difference is
depicted graphically in the third tier of chart 2.

As shown in table 1, there has been no statistically
significant increase in the average difference be-
tween the growth rates for velocity and real output
Not only is this difference not significantlydifferent
from zero in each period shown, the 0.16 rise in the
difference in the later period is explainable by
sampling error alone.’~Thus, the increase in the
average inflation ratesince 1967can not be attributed
to significant changes in the growth of velocity and
real output, whether taken separately or in tandem,

The results in table 5 suggest, however, that the
increased volatility of inflation since 1967 has been
accompanied by a significant increase in the vola-
tility of the difference between velocity growth and
real output growth. The rise in the standard devia-
tion is statistically significant; the mean absolute
quarter-to-quarter changes have risen 37 percent in
the 1967-81 period. Therefore, the greater volatility
in this difference since 1967 has contributed to
increased variability in the rate of inflation.

“The t-statistlcs for the difference between velocity and output
growth in each period are —0.74 for 1954-66 and —0.23 for
1967-81.
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Chart 2
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Chart 3
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As we observed above, the combined effect on the
rate of inflation of the average growth rates in velocity
and real output have been virtually offsetting— their
net impact on the rate of inflation was essentially
zero, as shown in the third tier of chart 2. Therefbre,
the rate of inflation since 1954 must he closely related
to the rate of growth in the money stock, The close
long-run relationship between the growth in M1B
and the rise in the GNP implicit price deflator
in both periods is evident from a comparison
of their mean growth rates in table ~ During

~For evtdenee that NI lB is the preferahl e monetary aggtvgate
to nse in assessing the 0500ev—price link, see Keith M ,Carison,
“The Lag From Money to Price s,” this Ret: fete (Octohe r 1980)
pp. 3—10; Keith M , Carlson and Scott F, Fleitt, ‘‘Monetary
Aggregates as Monetary Indicators,’’ this Rct’iew (Novcmhcr
1980). pp. 12—21; F. W. Hafer, ‘‘Selecting a Monetary Indicator
A Test of the N cv.’ NI one tar)’ Aggre gates,’’ this Ret:Ic tc
(Fehroarv 1981), pp. 12—18; artd H. W. Hafer, ‘‘Much Ado Ahostt
M2.” this Retiew (Octoher 1981), pp. 13-18.
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the 1954-66 period, M1B growth averaged 2.46

percent per year and prices rose, on average,
2. 19 percent per year; since 1967, growth in M1B has
averaged 6.52 percent per year and prices have risen,
on average, at an annual rate of 6.43 percent. There
is no significant statistical difference between the
long—run grow t/ì in Mi B au dt/1at ii prices in eiHi er
period. The small differences that we observe be-
tween inflation and money growth in both periods
can he attributed simply to random error.24

The close relationship between inflation and
money growth is important because, unlike the other
variables cited above, the long-term rate of growth
in the stock of money is a direct consequence of
monetary policy actions. Although the money stock
may vary randomly over periods up to a month or

~The t- statistics for the hvpothe sis that the rate ofinflation equals
the rate of money growth are —0.73 for 1954—66 and —0.19 for
1967-81.

!~rcent Percent

Money Growth and inflation
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two, these short-run fluctuations have virtually no
discernible impact on inflation. As the data in table 1
point out, the crucial variable for explaining the
long-run behavior of prices is the behavior of the
policy-determined, long-term rate of growth in
money.

The significant rise in the average rate of growth
in the money stock (M LB) and its volatility are shown
in tables 1 and 5. The substantial increase in the
long-term average growth rate in money between
the two periods essentially accounts for the entire
change in the rate of inflation. The average annual
growth rate in M lB increased by 4.06 percent
between the two periods; the average rate of
inflation rose 4.24 percent peryear.There Is no signif-
icant statistical difference between the average
increase in the rate of inflation and the rise in MIR
growth since 1967.~

Also, as shown in table 5, money growth has
become more volatile since 1967. Its standard devia-
tion has increased by 19 percent over the more
recent period. Further, its mean absolute quarter-to-
quarter change has risen 53 percent; its standard
error (from a time-bend regression) has increased
23 percent.

Chart 3 provides evidence ofthe close relationship
between the average rise in the growth of prices and

‘The t-statistfc for the (null) hypothesis that the rise in the rate
of Inflation since 1967 actually equals 4.06 percent (the rise in
money growth) is 049.

money andtheir increased variability. These results
indicate that the increase in the avenge rate of
inflationand, to a greatextent, therise in its volatility
can be directly associated with similar movements
in the growth of M it

Conclusion
Overthe past 15 years, nominal interest rates have

been higher andmore volatile, on average, than they
were from 1954 to 1966.Judging from thevolume of
public discussion, these increases are economically
and politically disquieting. Besides satisf~’inga
natural curiosity aboutwhy such drastic changes in
financial markets have occurred, one major reason
for studying the factors responsible is to determine
the extent to which policy actions can influence
interest rate movements.

The evidence in this article suggests that higher
and more variable money growth since 1967 have
been primarily responsible for the longer-term rise
and increased variability in interest rates. Alterna-
tive explanations of the movements in interest rates
— that they are due, in part, to higher and more
variable real interest rates or to significant changes
in the behavior of velocity or real output growth —

are not generally supported by the longer-run evi-
dence cited here. A corollaryto the analysis is that,
barring fortuitous (but so far unobserved) changes in
velocity and output growth, only an extended period
of lower and less variable money growth is likely to
generate lower and more stable interest rates.
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